Leukotrienes in health and disease.
The leukotrienes (LTs) are 5-lipoxygenase metabolites of arachidonic acid. The synthesis and release of LTs have been demonstrated in many cells and organs, and LTs are considered to be normal products of continuous metabolism of arachidonic acid. However, although evidence in favor of a critical role for LTs in regulation of physiological functions is still scarce, a growing body of evidence suggests a role for LTs in mediation of several pathophysiological processes such as generalized or local immune reactions, inflammation, asthma, shock, and trauma. LTs have been shown to have potent actions on many essential organs and systems, including the cardiovascular system (heart, blood vessels, microcirculation), the pulmonary system (lung, airways), the central nervous system (neural, glial, and vascular elements), the gastrointestinal tract, and the immune system. In these organs the effects of LTs are mediated by specific LT receptors. Identification of LTs and characterization of their regional and systemic pathological effects, together with characterization of their receptors and elucidation of their structure-activity relationships, are fundamental to developing LT antagonists or synthesis inhibitors that might prevent or reverse LT-dependent reactions. Preliminary reports have already shown that such pharmacological agents ameliorate some aspects of disease processes in experimental animals as well as in humans. In this brief review we intend to highlight the evidence that implicates LTs in normal physiological functions as well as in disease processes.